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Data on the OSG
• Principle is that all data is available and can be displayed locally.

• Accounting: Gratia.

• Now with transfers!

• Service Monitoring: RSV

• Information services: CEMon & BDII

• CEMon data can actually check many attributes

• Historical BDII information is kept by the Metrics team; 
used widely for reports, experts-only web interface

• Site registration: OIM 

• Troubleshooting: :(

• Job-Level monitoring: :(



Gratia is not just an accounting system, but 
also includes a transport mechanism.
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Looks a lot like the message brokers!  Implementation (for 
better or worse) predates the maturity of open source 

solutions.
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Monitoring using 
Accounting Data

• Gratia is general-purpose (@ Nebraska, we 
use it to monitor our non-grid clusters), 
and you can choose what data you forward.

• The Gratia transport mechanism forwards 
XML messages through a network of 
“collectors” -- somewhat unique twist is 
that the clients persist messages until they 
are successfully sent to the next broker.



Transfer Accounting

• Pieces required for transfer accounting 
have been coming together in the last three 
months.

• Displays for folks to see

• Probes for all OSG-supported systems

• Critical mass of sites wanting to show up 
in the graphs.



Transfer Accounting

Note: don’t use this to compare sites, for demonstration purposes only (specifically, 
BNL’s probe is dealing with issues and only has reported a handful of data ... but wow, 

FNAL moves a lot of data; Feb 19 averaged ~55Gbps)



Service Monitoring



Service Monitoring

• Based on probes which run at the site through a 
Condor-based cron-like mechanism.

• Because RSV uses the Gratia transport 
infrastructure, we can forward many site level probes 
to a site collector, then forward the site collector to 
OSG and the OSG data to WLCG.

• Next RSV version will give the option of running 
RSV probes in Nagios.

• Similar to the proposed EGEE architecture!



Information Services

Like gstat; based on BDII information and can also apply (OSG) filters 
and interpretations.  It’s now being integrated into the MyOSG pages

for BNL



Panda & GlideInWMS

• Both GlideInWMS (used by CDF & CMS) 
and Panda (ATLAS) are developing 
sophisticated job-level monitoring tools to 
complement their submission tools.

• This is always complemented by the 
Dashboard project @ CERN.

• Really, quite lovely.



Panda Snapshot



GlideInWMS Snapshot



Things we wish we had
• We wish we had better troubleshooting tools.

• Yes, this is part of distributed monitoring.

• Currently envisioned architecture would be a central site 
log collector for all OSG-supported applications.

• Working with Globus, BestMan, dCache, and others to 
unify logging formats for machine analysis of logging data.

• If we can centrally log data at sites, then sites can quickly 
give experts access to information they need.

• Reduces the “send expert email”, “read response and 
send log snipper”, “read second response and send log 
snippet” cycle.

• Work is nascent, but we’re hopeful!

• We probably won’t be centralize logging at the grid level.



Thoughts

• On the OSG, we try to keep as few central services as possible - 
this is why our accounting was distributed from the design stages.

• RSV continued this line of thinking for service monitoring - and 
we’re headed toward better site Nagios integration.

• Job-level monitoring is highly desired, but not delivered by the 
middleware - VOs have done a good job in delivering specialized 
solutions.  What can we generalize?

• It appears that troubleshooting and logging could go the same route 
as service monitoring in using a distributed infrastructure.

• But this is just in the “big idea” stage -- nothing concrete as of 
today.


